
 
 

 

� Faubourg Design is the Middle East agent of 20 French brands specialized in luxury 

products manufacturing for interior design and tableware. 

 

� Our offer is composed of complementary products with different price levels to 

answer accurately the diversity of needs on a same projects. 

 

� Our brands are confidential, exclusive and offer alternative design and prices to what 

is existing on the market.  

 

� Faubourg Design is proud to have worked with prestigious clients such as: 

Dubai : Emaar (The Address Marina Mall, The Palace Downtown Burj Dubai), Meydan 

Hotel, Saint Regis Hotel, Park Hyatt, Madinat Jumeirah (Al Qsar Hotel, Roof Top,…), 

Harvey Nicols, Bloomingdales, Quintessentially, Creatis, … 

GCC : Beymen (Turquie), Blue Salon (Qatar), Missoni Hotel (Kuweit), Zoom Cities  

(KSA), Saudi Oger (KSA), Bin Laden Group (KSA),… 

 

 

 Raffles Praslin Hotel - Seychelles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Missoni Hotel - Kuweit 

Siddhartha Lounge – Grosvenor House Hotel Dubai 



 

 

� Our brands and products: 

 

AIRDIEM :  Airdiem is a luxury french brand, which picks up the thread of French 
excellence in narghiles manufacture. Till the end of the 20th century, firms as Baccarat, Saint 
Louis and Christofle used to deliver narghiles to diplomatic departments all over the world, as 
well as some palaces. Airdiem took this thread back offering French master-craftsman 
manufactured product.Through their unique design value, Airdiem Narghiles' double up as 
decorative items that add an extra edge to your interior design. Airdiem is the only brand to 
offer a proprietary high tech burner with unique safety and quality performances. 
The narghile (also known as a hookah, argileh, shisha, ghelyoon or hubble-bubble) stands as 
the cosmopolitan centerpiece around which Airdiem fashions a broad line of very high quality 
smokingroom accessories, such as our mixture boxes, humidors, smokingroom chest, 
moveable furniture, and more. Airdiem works with fine materials like gold, silver, pewter, 
Corian, rare exotic woods and precious leathers. 
 

 

 
 

 
CATRY COLLECTION : Catry Collection, French brands established in the year 1912 and 

specialized in high end carpets and stair rug. Catry Collection is manufacturing carpets sizing from 60 

to 100cm width and also 200cm upon special order. The added value of Catry Collection is the high 

end quality of its products but also its collection of 16 000 designs. There is two kind of material 

option : 100 % wool (advised for residential use) or 80 % whool and 20 % nylon (advised for stair 

runners, corridors, commercial places or offices for heavy duty). 

 

 



CHARLES BURGER : Created in 1860 in Paris, Charles Burger company is specialized in very 

high end fabrics such as silk, velvet and toile de Jouy. Its fabrics are using for curtain, upholstery, 

cushion… 

 

 
 

CRISTALLERIE DE MONTBRONN : Cristallerie de Montbronn started out as a glassworks 

founded in 1930 by Joseph-Louis Ferstler, the father of the company’s present director.Today, the 

manufacturer produces luxury pieces in crystal: sets of glasses, decanters, water pitchers, 

Champagne buckets, vases, bowls, bottles, sweet boxes and other objects. The company has always 

relied on old-style techniques in developing its house know-how. The glass is first mouth-blown 

before the design to carve is marked out on the surface. The engraving is done by hand using a wheel 

to guide the object. To lend a final finishing touch to its pieces, Cristallerie de Montbronn also 

produces gold and platinum inlays and engraves designs commissioned by customers. The 

crystalmaker specialises in colour-lined crystal: when the layer of colour is carved, the clear crystal 

shows through the engraved pattern 

 

 
 

CUB – AR : In 2005 Cub-ar brought out its collection of precious objects in Obsidian from Armenia. 

This black stone of mysterious depth is dark, yet transparent, the queen of paradox. It cannot be 

classified, so different are its moods. It is just as at home with traditional decor as with 

contemporary, and with seemingly opposite styles, be they Art Deco and Period.It is like a cross of 

every material. Its composition is very rich in silica, like a natural glass; it reflects like crystal; its veins 

look like wood; polished, it looks like lacquer; its fault-lines are conchoid, like sea-shells; and its 

brown highlights suggest oxidized metal. Obsidian from Armenia is a promise, holding out new 

horizons for creativity. And cub-ar presents a collection for the senses, in which every piece is 

unique. 

 

.  

 
  
 
 



DARENART :  Dar en Art has for vocation to promote the contemporary Moroccan creation both 

in France and abroad.Dart en Art wants the first portal of access to the young Moroccan talents, the 

iron of lance of creators' new generation. Being inspired by traditions and of centuries of know-how, 

these designers and creative craftmens reinvent the lifestyle in the Moroccan to offer to 

their movable and secondary contemporaries  of decoration. 

 

 

 

COMPAGNIE DES PORCELAINES DE LIMOGES : ROBERT HAVIL AND & 
PARLON / JSEIGNOLLES :  Founded in 1925, the company Jammet Seignolles bought out the 

company Robert Haviland et C. Parlon in 2010. The latter was founded in 1924. After the acquisition, 

the company became known as Compagnie des Porcelaines de Limoges. The company is specialised 

in high-end decorating on porcelain. The company has undeniable expertise in the inlaying technique 

using acid etching, laying gold and platinum and agate burnishing. It is an expert in fine decorating by 

hand.  It masters the firing system (up to 9 successive firings) allowing it to make sophisticated décor.  

 
 

 
 
HENRYOT & CIE : Established at Liffol-le-Grand in the Vosges in 1867, the chair manufacturer 

Henryot & Cie has inherited the know-how of four generations of master cabinetmakers, carvers and 

upholsterers. The same inspiration continues to influence our collections of chairs today. Using the 

same gestures of the past, together with the same rigour, these artists – experts in the techniques of 

crafting and restoring – are preserving an inheritance that has travelled down through the years and 

is becoming ever richer with new lines. The tools alone have changed. Henryot & Cie has kept the 

spirit of an authentic chair manufacturer: this is its duty of recollection. Recently Henryot & Cie 

bought Dissidi, cabinet maker in Paris, France, specialized in the restoration and reproduction of 

antique furniture, copies of antique pieces of wooden furniture, creation of all styles of wood 

panelling and museum copies. Arts and crafts. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
JULES PANSU – TISSAGE DE LA LYS : Since 1978, J. Pansu has been creating and weaving 

colletions of products of a great variety, from decorative fabric and seat & back panels to wall – 

tapestries an home decoration items. In 1994, J. Pansu launched a collection of Home accessories 

(cushions, table throws, foot- stools, …) created in its mill of Flanders by the « Best Cratfmen in 

France who perpetuate the art of weaving on jacquard looms. 

  

 
 
 
JULIA KNIGHT : The company develops a range of tableware products handmade in 
aluminium and enamels. This line of products exists in various colors and can be used for 
different purpose such as presentation plate, buffet, cocktail glass,…Bespoke products can be 
developped for specific projects. 

 

LA FIBULE : La Fibule is a fine collection of furniture, sofas and accessories, but it’s also more 

than that – it’s a way of living, through a mix of elements to interpret space in a setting where the 

simplicity is the true luxury. La Fibule is an established company with its designers at is heart. They 

have been creating innovative and eclectic products together for fourteen years. One part associates 

feminine comfort synonymous with creativity, the other an idea that represents a vison of life, a 

feeling, a conviction. These two parts are a combination of different shapes, modern and classic 

pieces, both elegant and functional. Illusive and unpredictable, la Fibule’s informal and casual design 

changes the feeling of space, for a free interpretation of style. 

 

          

 



LEGLE :  Porcelaine LEGLE is a famous Limoges family that has worked for over one century to 

design and improve manufacturing processes and modernise china production methods and 

conditions, for the benefit of a certain art de vivre 

Porcelaine LEGLE. Ceramists and enamellers work with the same meticulousness, continuing a 

prestigious know-how, while using state-of-the-art processes, which are Porcelaine LEGLE’s 

trademark. The originality of this is the application of coloured enamels and not fusible colours or 

rub-on transfers that other porcelain workers use to get a similar result. 

 

 
 
 
 
LES FOURMIS BLEUES : As a lighting creation studio, Les Fourmis Bleues were born six years 

ago with the ideas of designing different lighting sources, focused on imagination, poetry, emotion 

and surprise..., and of acting for a sustainable development by the exclusive use of both natural, 

recycled or renewable materials and energy saving / high lifetime components like LED or fluo - 

compact lamps.From single pieces to small series, all lightings are handmade, signature of a human 

scale design, giving the priority to the rare object which makes you dream.  

    

 
 
 
 
MONTGOLFIER :  Since 1947, Montgolfier is following up with ceramic tradition of the Loire 

Valley.The variety and originality of its creations appeals to the gastronomes all over the world.  

The company maintains a tradition of genuine products handmade by high qualified craftsmen. 

In addition to its collections, Montgolfier can customize any products for specific projects. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
MANUFACTURE PRELLE :  Manufacture Prelle  is one of the oldest silk upholstery factories 

still in activity today. The company still has its original workshop, which was built in 1880. Still using 

handlooms, Manufacture Prelle weaves reproductions of silk fabrics for palaces and castles such as 

Versailles or the Louvre.  Patiently collected over more than two centuries, Manufacturelle Prelle 

owns archives (original samples, sketches, and manufacturing recipes) which are unrivalled 

documentation that curators of museum and castles from all over the world come to consult when 

they need to restore a historical monument.  It includes unique items that do not exist anywhere 

else. 

 
 

 
REMY LEMOINE : Remy Lemoine design are Curtain Jewellery and Tiebacks for curtains and 

windows decoration. His Tiebacks are exclusive and the fantasy of the materials used transforms 

them into unique and precious art pieces. As a designer, Remy Lemoine works directly with the best 

craftsmen here in France and Murano in Italy, as well as for the top Interior designers in France 

and abroad as well. In addition to the collection, Remy Lemoine is making custom-made items for 

your project. 

 

              

 

SILODESIGN :  Silodesign-Paris is participating in the promotion of contemporary design since 

2003. Silodesign is a French Company that invents, develops and markets its innovative and affecting 

creations. The original designs developed by Silodesign are product lines with an uncompromising 

aesthetic spirit and an attention to the advantages offered by state-of-the-art techniques, with a 

constant concern for professional and ergonomic usage.  Since 2005, Silodesign has specialised in 

tableware, due to the outstanding recognition received from professional innovators of Gastronomy.  

This makes Silodesign the brand most favoured by professionals at many premier Hotels and 

Restaurants, including "Les Palaces". Indeed, many of the greatest chefs rely on Silodesign’s durable 

and visually unforgettable products to exhibit their gourmet dishes and desserts, as well as their 

refreshments in utterly extraordinary glassware. 

 

        .  

 



STUDIO LAURET  : Continuing the edition of Richard Lauret’s creations for Roux-Marquiand, 

since January 2009 the company Studio Lauret focuses on timeless creativity imprinted with dreams, 

poetry and excellence. The mission of this studio rellies on three words : creativity, exclusiveness, 

know-how. Studio Lauret maintains a specific French and traditional know-how, to defend the 

concept of exclusive luxury.Its silversmith is labelized « Entreprise Patrimoine Vivant », a French 

recognition of excellence. In addition to the cutlery collection, Studio Lauret developed a coordinated 

collection of tableware. 

 

 
 

TISSAGE MOUTET :  Founded in 1919, Tissage Moutet was originally specialized in the 

production of cotton drill for trousers and mante à boeufs, the raw, striped beige fabric once used to 

cover teams of oxen to protect them from insects. By developing its production tools and introducing 

mechanical looms, the company went on to concentrate on the production of Basque table 

linen. Today, the fourth generation of owners carries on the traditional production of Basque linen, 

which it has complemented with a range of table linen in contemporary designs. This new range, 

woven using the Jacquard technique, draws its inspiration from traditional Basque motifs (white 

fabric with seven coloured stripes), while at the same time incorporating new colours.  

 

 
 

 

VERASETA : Veraseta sells cloths, mainly in silk and a few in cotton, wool, horse hair and artificial 

fibres. The heart of the collection consists of silk taffetas in a wide range of colours, in all possible 

sizes and all variations authorised with taffeta weave. Veraseta uses highly specific equipment: 

warping machines and shuttle looms from the 1930s, and bobbin winders. The company regularly 

develops new materials, such as “Trevira” products.  

 
 

 
 

            



           

 
You're looking for original products offering high quality and high reliability, to give an 

exclusive touch to your hotel or private residence project or for an event? 

We'll be glad to offer you a choice of different models to suit your needs.  

 

Contact Faubourg Design 

www.faubourgdesign.com 

Showroom : Business Central Twin Towers Tower B 11th Floor Office 1101 POBOX 334261 

DUBAI UAE 

Secretary : Anne Narciso 04 42 27 909 - ann@faubourgdesign.com 

Director : Jane Long +971 (0)52 918 22 22 / 04 42 27 908 – jane@faubourgdesign.com 

 

 


